
 Freestyle and Greco-Roman Singlet Regulations 
 Prepared by Texas USA Wrestling 

 All, 
 Please forward these out to your clubs and contacts. 
 There are 2 options for FS/GR singlets.  All singlets must be high cut. 

 Option A 
 Traditional  Red  and  Blue  or reversible  Red  /  Blue  .  The predominant color of the singlet 
 needs to be  Red  or Blue and very little of the opposite  color should be used. 

 Option B  - 
 For state and regional/national events, there are allowable color combinations and 
 specific striping that denotes  Red  and  Blue  .  It is  very specific down to the pantone 
 color of the stripe. 

 Singlet colors that be designated as  Blue  can be mostly  Black, Blue, Green, Grey, 
 Purple, or Silver.  These primary body colors can  only  be used for  Blue  singlets. 
 Singlets designated as  Blue  must use Pantone Color  299C for the stripes. 

 Singlet colors that be designated as  Red  can be mostly  White, Orange, Pink, Red, 
 Yellow, Brown, or Gold.  These primary body colors can  only  be used for  Red  singlets. 
 Singlets designated as  Red  must use Pantone Color  2347C for the stripes. 
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 To use other than  Red  or Blue  singlets, stripes in these specific Pantone colors must be 
 in these specific locations.  The big, bold stripes are what is required with no words or 
 design elements within the stripes.  The arching seam stripes in the crotch and on the 
 buttocks are not required.  Singlets designated as  Red  must use Pantone Color 2347C. 
 Singlets designated as  Blue  must use Pantone Color  299C. 

 Here are the striping locations. 

 Here are examples of other singlets in non traditional colors that meet the regulations: 
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 I would also forward the attached pdf to your singlet manufacturer.  Most of them are 
 apprised of these guidelines, but I have seen some strange colors that tried to conform 
 but are technically illegal (examples including a black singlet with red striping, an orange 
 singlet with orange striping, blue singlet with red striping). 
 Good Examples 

 Correct color stripe.  No writing or pattern in the stripe. 

 Correct color stripe.  No writing or pattern in the stripe. 
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 Black singlet which can be designated at  Blue  with  the correct stripes vs gold singlet 
 which can be designated as  Red  with the correct stripes. 

 Bad Examples 
 The following pictures show examples of  non-compliant  singlets  . 

 Non-compliant -  Singlet body is black so is  not  allowed  to be  Red  .  Black body can 
 only be used for  Blue  . 
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 Non-compliant -  Singlet body is black so is  not  allowed  to be  Red  .  Black body can 
 only be used for  Blue  .  Also, the logo covers part  of the color stripe in the middle of the 
 back. 

 Non-compliant -  Gray is a color that is designated  only for  Blue  .  It is  not  allowed to be 
 used for a  Red  singlet.  Here we have a gray vs gray  match. 
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 Non-compliant -  Blue  singlet is incorrect.  White  cannot be the primary body color for a 
 Blue  singlet. 

 Non-compliant -  Both singlets are incorrect.  White  cannot be used for a  Blue  singlet, 
 and black cannot be used for a  Red  singlet. 
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 Non-compliant for the wrestler who is supposed to be  Red  -  Blue  vs  Blue 

 Questionably Non-compliant for  Blue  -  Upon closer  inspection, the wrestler in  Blue 
 does have a very faint blue tint in what appears to be the white area of his singlet.  The 
 blue needs to be more prominent since white is only designated for  Red  singlets. 
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 Non-compliant -  Color stripe has a design element.  The color strip should be plain. 
 Also, the stripes on the legs are supposed to go all the way down the leg with no black 
 underneath them. 

 Non-compliant for the wrestler that is supposed to be  Red  -  The wrestler on the left 
 is obviously  Blue  , but the wrestler on the right  has no stripes designating color, plus 
 there is too much black which can only be designated as  Blue  . 
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 Non-compliant singlet -  This is a predominantly Blue  body singlet with Red stripes. 
 This singlet would  not  be legal for use either as  Blue or Red. 

 Non-compliant singlets  - the mix of red and blue means  none of these satisfy the rule 
 for clear identification of the colors.  There is no singular uniform that can be worn for 
 both red and blue except a reversible singlet. 
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 Non-compliant for wrestler that is supposed to be  Red  .  The color stripes in this image 
 are Orange.  Singlets designated as  Red  must use Pantone  Color 2347C for the stripes. 

 Non-Compliant -  These singlets are no longer in compliance  as they are mid to low cut. 
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 Two piece uniforms are  not  in compliance with Freestyle  and Greco-Roman regulations 
 and are not allowed at Regional and National competitions. 

 Here is the  link  to the UWW guidelines that USAW follows  for singlet color. 

 Regards, 
 José Delgado 
 TX-USA Wrestling 
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https://unitedworldwrestling.org/sites/default/files/media/document/uniform_guidelines_rio_2016_v2.pdf

